


Last year I did a lesson with a running dictation for my E3 class (in the classroom). It 
was very popular and was useful for assessing their level. The topic we were working 
on was films and reviews, so I found and printed out three reviews about films, and 
then pasted them outside the classroom so that learners had to read, remember and 
deliver the review to their partner / scribe.

This year, I wanted to try and recreate it online. I used the breakout rooms to put 
partners together, then visited the rooms and pasted the reviews privately into the 
chat. The dictating partner was not allowed to screenshot or otherwise show their 
writing partner the material.

I wrote some rules which we ran through before the exercise, just to ensure everyone 
understood, and reminded the learners of the ‘call teacher’ function in the breakout 
room in case anyone got stuck.

Here are the PPT slides and then the two reviews the learners dictated.



HELP in the breakout 
rooms

CLICK 
HERE



One of you is the READER and one is the LISTENER/ WRITER.

The READER must ONLY READ! DO NOT share the screen or write 
the words!

You need to dictate and complete both reviews. 

When you have finished, the WRITER should take a photo of your 
paper and send it to the WhatsApp group.

You get 5 points for being the quickest team.

You get 5 points for each completely correct review.

You lose a point for each wrong spelling, missing word or wrong 
punctuation.

BREAKOUT dictation rules



Same as the other film: funny 
(though annoying at times), 
action-packed, adventurous, with 
great performances :)

1.



This film lacks the sizzle 
of previous efforts, but 
succeeds with standout 
performances from an 
all-star cast.

2.



Success:
The learners were very focussed and understood the task well. I dipped in and out of all the rooms 
and they were spelling out, discussing punctuation and speaking clearly: all elements which the 
dictation task tests.

Problems:
The main problem with trying to recreate a running dictation in this way was that the dictating 
partner doesn’t have to run and remember material, as it’s there in front of them to read. If we did 
this task again, I would think about ways they could in effect ‘leave’ and ‘return’ to their partner. It 
might be possible to set up a different breakout room with the materials ‘posted’ on a shared 
screen, which the learners could visit, and then return to their breakout room to deliver the 
material. 

Other problems involved chaos with some learners’ internet, which meant that they didn’t get to 
complete the task. Another group needed a lot of clarification and steering. Most however 
completed the task quickly, and were very competitive.

I announced the winners in the following lesson, and we looked at the most common errors.


